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PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

18-035-39 
1 message

Mark Baer <mbskier@aol.com> Mon, Nov 19, 2018 at 4:06 PM
To: psc@utah.gov

Please make all possible accommodation, and use your regulatory powers, to use solar credits to assist low income
individuals to make their buildings more energy efficient. This will benefit everyone in the long run. Rocky Mt Powers’ to
avoid this eventuality, likely to maximize profit,  is both a betrayal of the original intent of the project and will result in bad
long term effects for all of us.  Changes are coming one way or the other: You need to on a he right side of history  
 
It follows that weatherization is the best route going forward. 
 
Thank you, Mark 
Mark Baer / SLC  Utah 
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1 message

Abel Thompson <weakstuffout@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 19, 2018 at 4:18 PM
To: PublicService Commission <psc@utah.gov>

Five years ago, I had solar panels installed on my home.  My reasons for doing so were to save money and do a small
part in helping produce clean energy to help the environment.
 
RMP has been taking the excess energy credits at the end of the year of solar customers that generate more electricity
than they use and instead of increasing the overall amount going to HELP, have instead decreased the amount each
customer pays towards HELP and pocketed the difference.
 
I feel like these funds should be going to help increase the amount going towards helping low-income customers even if it
means using the WAP program to help lower their gas bills as well.  The intended use of these solar credits was to be for
helping low-income folks and it is disengenuous of RMP to effectively take part of those credits for their bottom line
through interesting methods.
 
Thanks, 
 
--  
Abel Thompson 
weakstuffout@gmail.com
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